
INDUSTRY 4.0
SERVICES



  Could you be looking for an
Industry 4.0 Update to your
industry? Well, then this marks
the end of your search. You came
to the right place. Our Expertise
and 5+ Years Experience is Our
Reputation. Our Professional and
Personal is Our Services. We are
here to meet your exact
technological services needs by
offering you professional,
quality, and cost-effective
services. From small to large, Big
machining services, our team is
always on their heels to meet
each client’s design specification
and ensure that what they offer
will leave the customer satisfied



    The term Industry 4.0 is referred to as a
new industrial revolution that brings in a
new wave of connected manufacturers and
smart factories. It is a current trend in
automation and data exchange in
manufacturing technologies that includes a
combination of cyber-physical systems, the
Internet of things, cloud computing and
cognitive computing. It is the fourth
Industrial Revolution, following in the
footsteps of computers and the internet
(Industry 3.0), mass production and
electricity (Industry 2.0) and mechanisation
and water/steam power (Industry 1.0). The
fourth industrial revolution defines as a new
level of organisation and control over the
entire value chain of the life cycle of
products, it is geared towards increasingly
individualised customer requirements. The
objective of this article is to provide an
overview of Industry 4.0 and its pillars, with
a main focus on additive manufacturing.We
provide a best quality 3D printing services
and we have our High Precised own 3D
printer brand where the parts can be
printed with low cost and low power
consumption.

ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING



  Wide variation of experiences give us the
expertise to help get your business back up
and running as quickly as possible. No
matter what the problem, we will be able to
help you get your business back up and
running!

ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN
24/7



 The capabilities we use in
our SPM segment, include
design and development of
machines, Bought-out
components and electronic
sub-assemblies, sheet metal
fabrication, heavy duty and
precision machining and
assembly, testing and on-site
installation.

SPM MACHINE BUILDING

PLC BASED ELECTRIC PANELS 

   We provide any PLC based
automation with all brands of
PLC like delta, Siemens,
Schneider, ABB. We are
widely recognised for
effective sales & 
services rendered 
by us for various
PLC machines.



P O R T F O L I O

Offering you a complete
choice of products which
include ORVM Outside Rear
View Mirror Testing Station,
Tail Lamp Current LED
Counting & Leakage Checking
Station, Head Lamp Testing
Machine, EOL Test Machine,
Brake Caliper Slide Force
Testing Machine and Seat
Belt Testing Station.

   Fostered with rich industry
experience and a highly
experienced team of
professionals, we are
manufacturing and supplying
testing machines & Test
benches.

T E S T I N G
M A C H I N E S
&  T E S T
B E N C H E S



3D PRINTED TURBINE
ENGINE PROTOTYPE


